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Firm structures are delusional, they are nothing but myths
that we are constantly chasing in our closed mind doors and
heavily curtained windows. We have grown to believe that we
must adorn structures much like the daily practice of wearing
our clothes, taking a shower or having our food. Do we even
once care to stop and chase the sighting shadows of the
passerby? By not giving authority to these shrouded imprints,
we fail to notice the wondrous
sights that life has to offer to us, the miraculous forms and
figures of the “much needed to define shadows”.
Shadows of course are hazy, difficult to pin as someone true,
and further becomes even more not worth a glance, if it
belongs to mere passerby. However, for once it is important to
gaze deeply and give the shadow its much needed worth and
respect. The bystander needs to be witnessed thus to give it a
valuable definition. It is foremost hence for once to believe
in the onlookers’ misty rooted figures and give it a much
needed honorable name. Only then will we witness the miracles
of life where these clouded shapes have the power to change…
to change your life.
Once we stop to talk, to think along, cry along the sorrow or
laugh along the joys of the onlooker and embark on his

journey, we are constructing the paths to universal living and
true harmony with all. One only has to believe that the paths
to his story are golden and are the flights of the rainbow to
the diamond crusted view of the universe. Each figure has the
potential to hold our attention to such an extent, that we
come to realise and recognise the prodigy in each person. Our
lives are only enriched by these sighting shadows that have
voices and conversations we must not only hear, but hear to
recollect to enrich our own ways.
We must therefore join in their sightings and believe in the
sightings of clouded beings and discard our own fears to join
in their tete-a- tete. Nothing then can be thrown clumsily out
as worthless and the value of all is in the faithful spirit of
all.

